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The Sustainable Multifunctional Bottle. Drink & Eat & Store.
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The Sustainable Multifunctional Bottle. Snack & Drink & Store 



 

Why UNDA is unique.

The first sustainable multifunctional bottle.

FLEXIBLE MULTIFUNCTIONALITY
Patented 3-in-1 technology turns a drinking bottle into a mobile catering system 
consisting of bottle + wide-mouth big cup + box.

ECODESIGN & MADE IN SWITZERLAND
Compliance with sustainability criteria throughout the entire product life cycle: 
production locally with 100% hydropower, assembly in inclusive workshop, CO2-neutral 
shipping.  

100% ZERO WASTE 
The durable, reusable and 100% recyclable multifunctional bottles meet the criteria of 
the Circular Economy and has a unique End-of-life concept.
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Why UNDA is unique.

Drink & food & nutrition trends and on-the-go lifestyle need new sustainable packaging 

UNDA's innovative 3-in-1 technology system turns a simple drinking bottle into a 
sustainable multifunctional bottle as a catering system. 
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The world's first sustainable mobile catering system: Drink & Snack & Store.
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THE MOBILE CATERING SYSTEM.



 

The mobile catering system. Drink & Snack & Store 

• The UNDA multifunctional bottle is the world's first highly 
flexible mobile catering system for drinking and eating and 
storing that can be used every day.

• The UNDA can be used as a convenient drinking bottle with a 
multifunctional box to store snacks or valuables.

• The UNDA can be easily converted from a drinking bottle into a 
big cup with an extra wide opening. Add fruits to your drink, 
refill and clean it easier by simply unscrewing the bottleneck

• The UNDA can also be conveniently used as a container or 
Bottle with a cord: For unpacked shopping, transporting snacks, 
cereals, soups or shakes. 
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www.undabottle.com

DIE ÖKOLOGISCHE.
100% Öko-Design
“Made in Berlin”.

Die echte Alternative zur Vermeidung 
von Einwegflaschen und -bechern.
.

The sustainable multifunctional Bottle. Drink & Snack.



 

Why UNDA is "Zero Waste".

UNDA is a real alternative to prevent disposable bottles and cups and other single use 
containers. In Germany alone, for example, an average of 210 disposable bottles and 
130 disposable cups are consumed per person per year. 
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Why the UNDA is made of plastic

• No other material can be used for this 3in1 design with a transparent body and the 
threats. The UNDA is made of food grade Polypropylene to ensure high consistent 
quality.

• The UNDA is made according to ecodesign directives with no material mix, is 
durable, efficiently recyclable and meets CIRCULAR ECONOMY requirements.

• The UNDA is also harmless from a health point of view. The polypropylene used is 
food-grade, free of hormonally active substances such as BPA bisphenol A and free 
of plasticizers such as phthalates. Health is on Priority No.1, so we only can use 
“New” Plastic with “Food Grade” proof.

• At 175 grams, the UNDA is extremely light, particularly robust and unbreakable 
compared to glass bottles, which is especially important for children and at events, 
and can be cleaned easily and hygienically thanks to the transparent material and 
the wide opening. 

• The UNDA can easily be 100% recycled. Polypropylene therefore has as little impact 
on the environment as it does on consumer health and is a safe choice!
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The sustainable multifunctional Bottle. Drink & Snack.

UNDA won the SDG AWARD

UNDA @ Bundespreis Ecodesign
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3-in-1 multifunctional bottle

The UNDA saves raw material resources 

• The UNDA multifunctional bottle is better than a drinking bottle and saves two 
products. This is ensured by the patented 3-in-1 system consisting of bottle + box 
+ cup. 

• The UNDA multifunctional bottle is produced in Switzerland using energy-saving 
hydroelectric power. It is assembled without waste-generating outer packaging by 
a Swiss inclusion workshop and shipped via short transport routes in a climate-
neutral manner. 

• With the UNDA, you not only prevent single-use bottles, but also single-use cups 
and other single-use packaging. 

• End-of-use concept: The UNDA life Span can be extended by purchasing broken 
single parts or keep on using it as a cup- or boxsystem for a very long time. There 
is no need to recycle it. If you want to recycle the UNDA, it. Is 100% recyclable! 
Zero Waste
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www.undabottle.com

THE NO. 1.
The sustainable
multifunctional bottle.

The sustainable multifunctional Bottle. Drink & Snack.



 

The No. 1 in the market of the future.

With its invention "The multifunctional bottle", UNDA positions itself as the leading 
specialist in a future market with high potential. 

• The UNDA is the world's first mobile catering system: the innovative UNDA 3-in-1 
system consisting of bottle + box + cup for drinking, eating and storing also opens up
multi-optional uses. And thus saves on additional transport containers and preventing 
additional single-use packaging.

• The UNDA meets the growing need for sustainably produced Zero Waste products 
that are ready for the Circular Economy. 

• With its sustainable multifunctional bottles, UNDA promotes a new usage behavior: 
From environmentally harmful disposable to waste-free multi-use Do-it-Yourself 
Options.
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Why UNDA inspires.

High return on investment through sustainable Swiss-made premium product:

High willingness to buy: UNDA is the No. 1 for sustainable and high-quality multifunctional 
bottles with an ever-growing customer base.

Trust-building authenticity: UNDA is bootstrapped with a dedicate ed entrepreneur and a 
production cooperation with a Swiss quality manufacturer.

Sustainable sales: Enforcing a price premium with a preferred product.

Bundle Options: Bundle the UNDA with a cord, or with some cereals, Snacks, Vitamins to 
show instantly more use-cases
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UNDA inspires.

Whether you're preparing an event, surprising customers or rewarding employees, 
UNDA's sustainable multifunctional bottles are the perfect way to showcase your brand.

UNDA inspires with stylish design, versatile usability and ecological sustainability. 
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Thank You!

à Speak with Stephan:
www.calendly.com/unda
stephan@undaottle.com

http://www.calendly.com/unda

